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Move over, coloring books! Hereâ€™s an entirely new craft that kids will love: Paint by Sticker

Kids.Paint by Sticker Kids is the same compelling craft first introduced in Paint by Sticker, but just

for kids! The book includes everything you need to create 10 bright, playful, full-color

illustrationsâ€”illustrated templates printed on perforated card stock, and 10 pages of stickers to fill in

and create the artwork. The fun, vibrant images are rendered in â€œlow-poly,â€• a computer

graphics style using geometric polygon shapes to create a 3-D effect. As in paint-by-number, each

template is divided into hundreds of spaces, each with a number that corresponds to a particular

sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next, and the next, and the

next and voila! Itâ€™s a rocket ship blasting through space. A Tyrannosaurus rex prowling his

domain. A pickup truck hauling its load. A friendly toucan hanging on his perch. Kids will love

watching these pictures come to life. Plus each is suitable for framing or the fridge.
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I bought this book for my 8 year old son. He has had a difficult time in school with his handwriting so

the teacher suggested we work on his dexterity and do activities to improve his fine motor skills.

This book really hit it out of the park. He loved the 3D effect. It is easy enough for him not to get

frustrated but no so difficult that he gives up. I feel like the age range should be 7 - 10, I don't think a



five year old would have the patience to complete the pictures. Plus some of the stickers are pretty

small. The book includes two dinosaurs, bunny, dog, castle, shark, bird, spaceship, truck, and lion.

We enjoyed it so much I bought the adult version for myself.

The boyfriend's daughter loved this. She is 7 and it's perfect for her age. It's not too difficult for her

to do where she would get frustrated but not too easy where it's boring. The pictures are fun and

age appropriate. Very cute

I got this book as entertainment for a recent trip that involved long plane rides, hoping it would give

me something other than the typical coloring or iPad time. My 5 year old son really enjoys these

sticker projects! It's great fine motor skill work, though I'll say he got frustrated on some of the

particularly small stickers and not being able to get them off his fingers, lol. Do the pictures look

perfect? NO. But it's working on good coordination skills...and Mommy just might have been happy

for the excuse to help because I like stickers too, hehe. I noticed one person said the stickers fall off

immediately - that has not been the case for us, BUT, the stickers are pretty easy to peel back off if

your child puts it on there particularly lopsided and wants it fixed. It's pleasantly forgiving that way.

Another interesting "side effect" of this has been he's finally remembering what 40s, 50s, 60s, etc

are...before we were lucky if he remembered anything past 30...but without the frustration of "I

CAN'T REMEMBER!!!!" Ha!This is a great purchase, and I can't wait to get the adult versions for

myself. :-)

This is a great book! My 5.5 yo really enjoyed it, although he did get discouraged a few times when

his fingers couldn't get the stickers to line up just right. It was the perfect addition to our road trip!

I like it because it's not a five minute project. These pictures use lots of stickers and are more

challenging than most. The first pages are easier. But the 8 year old I bought it for started on the

hardest one.Lol He enjoyed it and has completed three so far.

I bought this for my kids as a car toy for our recent trip. My girls are 9 and 11 and they really

enjoyed playing with this book in the van. It took time and was intriguing enough for them to keep

working to finish it.Definitely a winner for car trips!

My cousins (ages 5 and 11) loved these! Just loved them. They had read union we got them at



Walmart so I decided to look through them so I havent originally got them at Walmart so I decided to

look for than anything in the zone so I haven't tried this exact seller before but clean and simple they

are easy to do, fun, cute and they loved doing them...without having messy paints

Ordered for my 8 year old son's birthday to use for an upcoming trip. My son really enjoyed the paint

by sticker book and can't wait to complete more of them.
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